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Vernon Innovative Publishers: VIPOA
Vernon Innovative Publishers (VIP) significantly admires the scientists, professionals, students, and other researchers who contribute to our publication in their fields of expertise. As a publisher, we preserve the utmost standards of editorial integrity. VIP is an Open Access (OA) publisher founded in 2014, which comprises 10 journals covering IT, medicine, and clinical fields. VIPOA journals credibly maintain the premier standards of the peer review process, with internationally recognized scientists serving on our Editorial Boards. VIP fosters high-quality content, publishes effective and timely novel research, and provides free access to full text and PDF formats of articles which aims to increase the visibility and accessibility of scientific information.
Peer Review
Peer review of each article submitted is done very carefully so as to avoid fictitious and falsified submissions. VIP follows a single-blinded peer review process, where the identity and affiliations are kept open to the editor but not vice versa.
The peer review criteria of VIPs would be a hassle-free and efficient process. Every manuscript submitted would be checked for plagiarism and an initial assessment for further processing and rejection would be decided. Each manuscript would be forwarded to the concerned EIC of the Journal to assign for review to at least 2-3 reviewers. The reviewers then scrutinize the assigned manuscript accordingly and provide their comments in an electronic review form with a given lieu of time, i.e., 14 to 21 days, the ultimate decision of acceptance or rejection of a manuscript is reflected in the review report. In case of any difference in opinion, then the third referee’s comments are taken into account.
The review reports would be forwarded to the author and EIC. The final approval is by the respective EIC of the Journal on the basis of the reviewer’s comments. The entire process of critical, positive, and unbiased review takes 3-4 weeks approximately.
High Quality
VIP upholds high-quality data appropriately signifies absolute, standard-based, reliable, precise and instance embossed information. This provides an environment for broadcasting research by publishing high-quality peer-reviewed papers. This paves a platform for the research groups, students, and authors for reading standard information and publishing quality articles. The Number of citations indicates the quality of the Journal. The greater number of citations indicates that the Journal provides quality information. High-quality information contains five main aspects.
	Accuracy
	Completeness
	Consistency
	Uniqueness
	Timeliness

The information provided in the Journal should be accurate and reliable so that it would be helpful to build up new ideas and manage data, which is unique.
	Completeness is important to maintain the standard of the Journal.
	Consistency is important if the fields are not set to a specific limit.
	Uniqueness is important to add up value to the journal and stand out from the other Journals.
	New and current information should be provided to maintain the standards of the Journal

The above altogether is important to maintain the quality of the Journal in its own way.
Why VIPOA?
VIPOA contributes to Open Access by providing efficient access to peer-reviewed articles covering all subjects/topics of life sciences and biomedical under Creative Commons License 4.0.
Advantages:
	High standards of peer-review
	Easy access
	Publication speed

What is the impact factor and do your journals have an impact factor?
The impact factor is a measure of the frequency of articles cited in a journal in a particular year. It is calculated by dividing the number of current year citations by the articles published in that journal during the previous two years. According to Thomson Reuters, a publisher must complete three consecutive issues for the Impact Factor evaluation process.
Who takes the final decision on the manuscript?
Initially, we assign the manuscript to reviewers and finally to Senior Editors/EIC for final approval. The final decision of the manuscript includes the subject area, contribution of the article to the scientific field, and advances/findings in the relevant area.
How will I know that my manuscript is submitted and sent out to review?
Once the submission process is complete, you will receive an e-mail. An update of your manuscript will be informed again through an e-mail.
How can I ensure that I receive VIPOA’s emails?
Occasionally, emails sent by VIPOA may go to the spam filter. Most recent software contains spam or junk folder so, it is worth checking it. When you observe VIPOA mails in these folders, you can say your program is not spam or junk just by clicking the “NOT SPAM” or “NOT JUNK” buttons and most programs responds to it.
Do you charge for manuscript submission?
VIPOA does not charge any fee during submission. The author will be asked to pay the article processing charge only when an article is accepted for publication.
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